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Organizing caravan for DC marching orders, January 6th -- I-81 NY & PA
posted 2 days ago by nateyboy  +1155 / -0

Convoy will be heading South through Syracuse at 5am on the I-81. If you want to join the caravan, park on the
shoulder of the Southbound entrance ramp nearest to you at 5am and wait for us to come by, we will put on our
caution lights as we pass all entrance ramps. We will do 65 miles per hour, so if you are joining in Binghamton or
PA do the applicable math and be waiting early for the caravan to come by. If you don't see the caravan by the time
it is supposed to pass you, wait a minute then go on your own and do the same caution light protocol past every on
ramp to collect members and head south.

If the state police try to cut the head off this snake by stopping us out of Syracuse each entrance ramp to the
southbound I-81 now comes with its own marching orders. I have a schedule below for where and when we are
stopping on our way to DC. If police begin trying to stop the caravan, trade phone numbers down the line out the
back/side windows of your vehicles using sharpies and pieces of paper, create a group text chat, one person from
car is squad leader and only that person talks in the chat, designate an overall leader, and coordinate new stopping
locations for gas, bathrooms, and a meeting spot. It is imperative you form a strategy for parking, grouping, and
getting to the march before entering DC.

Be advised: Fill up your tanks and bring a spare tire. The entire caravan will not stop for a single vehicle
breakdown. Individual members can stop and pick up passengers to continue along the route while the driver stays
behind to deal with his/her broke down POS and we will represent these left behind drivers in spirit when we get to
DC. Do not delay us, we have a tight schedule and people waiting at entrance ramps to join and we can't afford to
stop the whole thing for one person.

--> Will be stopping in Scranton at 7am for gas and coffee (15 minutes).

--> Will be stopping in Harrisburg at 9:15am for gas and coffee (15 minutes).
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--> Will be taking the US-15 south out of Harrisburg stopping in Gettysburg at 10:15 to gather briefly at the
national cemetery and pay our respect (1195 Baltimore Pike in Gettysburg, PA). Bring cash for entrance. In the
parking lot here we will discuss parking and formation strategy and plan the best route from where we will park in
DC to where the march will take place. (45 minutes or less)

--> We will continue south on US-15 to I-270 and be arriving in DC at 12:30pm or sooner depending on how fast
the Gettysburg meeting goes.

Bring warm clothes, walking shoes, snacks, drinks, and all necessary tools for the task at hand. We will discuss
further details at Gettysburg meeting.

We are representing the New York and North Pennsylvania at a march that will have people from across the
country attending. Dress nice. Act professional. And when duty calls: push to the front lines and let people go
home to every corner of America with a hell of a story about those crazy bastards from NY and PA.

Convoy will be heading South through Syracuse at 5am on the I-81. If you want to join the caravan, park on the
shoulder of the Southbound entrance ramp nearest to you at 5am and wait for us to come by, we will put on our
caution lights as we pass all entrance ramps. We will do 65 miles per hour, so if you are joining in Binghamton or
PA do the applicable math and be waiting early for the caravan to come by. If you don't see the caravan by the time
it is supposed to pass you, wait a minute then go on your own and do the same caution light protocol past every on
ramp to collect members and head south. If the state police try to cut the head off this snake by stopping us out of
Syracuse each entrance ramp to the southbound I-81 now comes with its own marching orders. I have a schedule
below for where and when we are stopping on our way to DC. If police begin trying to stop the caravan, trade
phone numbers down the line out the back/side windows of your vehicles using sharpies and pieces of paper, create
a group text chat, one person from car is squad leader and only that person talks in the chat, designate an overall
leader, and coordinate new stopping locations for gas, bathrooms, and a meeting spot. It is imperative you form a
strategy for parking, grouping, and getting to the march before entering DC. Be advised: Fill up your tanks and
bring a spare tire. The entire caravan will not stop for a single vehicle breakdown. Individual members can stop and
pick up passengers to continue along the route while the driver stays behind to deal with his/her broke down POS
and we will represent these left behind drivers in spirit when we get to DC. Do not delay us, we have a tight
schedule and people waiting at entrance ramps to join and we can't afford to stop the whole thing for one person. --
> Will be stopping in Scranton at 7am for gas and coffee (15 minutes). --> Will be stopping in Harrisburg at
9:15am for gas and coffee (15 minutes). --> Will be taking the US-15 south out of Harrisburg stopping in
Gettysburg at 10:15 to gather briefly at the national cemetery and pay our respect (1195 Baltimore Pike in
Gettysburg, PA). Bring cash for entrance. In the parking lot here we will discuss parking and formation strategy and
plan the best route from where we will park in DC to where the march will take place. (45 minutes or less) --> We
will continue south on US-15 to I-270 and be arriving in DC at 12:30pm or sooner depending on how fast the
Gettysburg meeting goes. Bring warm clothes, walking shoes, snacks, drinks, and all necessary tools for the task at
hand. We will discuss further details at Gettysburg meeting. We are representing the New York and North
Pennsylvania at a march that will have people from across the country attending. Dress nice. Act professional. And
when duty calls: push to the front lines and let people go home to every corner of America with a hell of a story
about those crazy bastards from NY and PA.
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There are different plans being made elsewhere, may want to check this OP and message them about it.
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Welcome to The Donald!

Welcome to the forum of choice for The President of The United States, Donald Trump!

Be advised this forum is for serious supporters of President Trump. We have discussions, memes,
AMAs, and more. We are not politically correct.

Our Rules

Trump Supporters

This is The Donald. Our community is a high-energy Trump rally. There are no exceptions.

Follow the Law

No posts or comments that violate laws in your jurisdiction or the United States. The Feds are always
watching!

No Racism

No racism, including slurs, non-factual content, and general unfounded bigotry.

No Doxing

No doxing, including revealing personal information of non-public figures, as well as addresses, phone
numbers, etc. of public figures.

Be Respectful

Be respectful to fellow The Donald community members.

No Self Promotion

Linking or promoting merchandise, fundraising, or spamming personal websites, blogs, or channels is
not permitted.

Questions and Concerns

All moderation questions and concerns should be submitted via modmail.

Don't be Dumb

Remember, you represent the movement against Globalism, Communism and Progressive Insanity.
Your comments and posts may become news.
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Election Information

Campaign Information

Volunteer for Trump
Donate to Trump
Buy Trump Merch
Join a Trump Coalition
Fundraise for Trump

Voting Information

Register to Vote
Verify Your Voter Registration
Military & Overseas Citizens
USA.gov Voter Resources
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